Help
Just a phone call away
– Natalie Morey has
her hands full running
errands for others.
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boundaries on their services – as long
as it’s legal.
Elaborate requests – such as
buying a busy executive a new home,
moving and unpacking their boxes,
and setting it up to go – are easy,
especially when the money
is right.
In 2001, The International Concierge
and Errand Association (ICEA) was set
up to govern this blooming industry in
the US and Europe.
By 2004, the ICEA Australia and
Zealand chapter was initiated by two
young women.
One of those was South Australian
Abbie Martin, 27, who runs a small
concierge business Lifestyle Elements
– one of two members in that state.
Her background in marketing, as a
personal assistant, business developer

with benefits such as choosing your
own hours, maintaining a work/life
balance and minimal competition
right now.
Most personal concierges charge
by the hour, with rates varying
between $40 and $100, depending on
the location and task.
Personal concierges are most
common in New South Wales, with
12 registered with the ICEA and many
more unregistered.
Queensland has seven registered
members, while Victoria has six listed
ICEA members.
There’s also one in the ACT
(probably making a killing from all the
politicians), and three operating under
the ICEA banner in Western Australia.
Tasmania and the Northern Territory
are yet to get in on the game.
One thing most concierge
businesses have in common are their
names, which tend to resemble those
common in the fitness industry.
The Lifestylers Group is one.
It opened in Melbourne in 2005
and is the state’s leading agency,

employing four staff and using 70
preferred business providers to service
hundreds of clients.
Director Natalie Morey, 35, used to
be a corporate herself, working long
hours for somebody else.
Now she’s the region’s ICEA vice
president.
Morey said most of clients are
also corporate professionals, aged
between 26 and 85.
“We also get to meet some very
interesting and successful people,’’
she said.
“We have clients Australia wide and
now have expanded into Hong Kong,
the UK and Ireland.”
Conversely, on a smaller scale,
and outnumbered as a man, Adrian
McCowage, 47, runs Sydney’s
Someone Lifestyle Services.
He sees a dozen regulars and
thinks that number is set to multiply.
“The industry is like a personal
trainer 10 years ago – rare – but these
days you can chuck a rock and hit a
personal trainer. They’re everywhere,”
he said.
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Broken a heel? Time poor?
An errand runner could be just a
phone call away.
If you have never heard of a
personal concierge, you are
not alone.
But this won’t be the case for long,
with a huge growth in the personal
services industry and providers keen
to assure help is not only for the
well-heeled.
The same goes for other fiddly
time-consuming tasks, such as coordinating and meeting tradesmen
who care, finding somebody to fix
your cufflinks, or buying a birthday
present, when you are chained
to the desk and hemorrhaging
appointments.
Personal concierges generally
charge by the hour, and put no

and human resources officer, enabled
her to snap up a niche opportunity in
the marketplace.
Australians are known for working
the longest hours in the developed
world, with one in six Aussies to the
grind more than 50 hours a week.
Martin sees about 20 clients on
a regular basis, predominantly
women, small business owners, and
business executives.
“Even though we’re organising them
and helping them, we make them feel
we’re not these miracle workers or
wonderful people that are amazingly
organised all the time,” she says. “We
make them aware that everyone is
disorganised at some point.”
To be in the game, Martin says
excellent personal communication
skills, persistence and flexibility are
a must. And she has never come
across a concierge who was messy
at organising their own life, while
completely competent at meddling in
others.
The number of new businesses
getting in on the act is not surprising,
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Why waste your valuable time on chores when
you can pay somebody else to do it for you?
KIRSTY ROSS reports
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